
I Classic Beer

Jupiler

The most popular beer of Belgium !

5.2%

Blanche

Hoegaarden is the authentic Belgian wheat or white

beer.

4.8%

Kriek

Belle-Vue Kriek is made by macerating fresh cher-

ries in the lambic, which gives a burgundy hue and a

refreshingly fruity taste to the beer.

5.2%

Leffe Blonde

a dry, fruity, lightly spiced beer, full and creamy - a

perfect balance of strength and subtlety. The brand

has a delicate and light, malty aroma and a subtle,

sweet finish.

6.6%

Leffe Brune

Leffe Brown is substantially more robust than Leffe

Blond. This rich variety combines the rich aroma of

roasted caramel with a slightly sweet finish.

6.5%
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II Brussel’s Beer

Framboise

A fresh fruity raspberry drink with the background of

the rich bouquet of Lambic.

Gueuze

Belle-Vue Gueuze, called “the champagne of beers”

has a full bodied taste in which harmony is achieved

between sweet, bitter and sour nuances. It is made

by blending old and young lambic, triggering a new

fermentation.

5.2%

Faro

A version of Belgium’s “wild-fermented” wheat beer,

which is the result of blending Lambic of “one sum-

mer” with old Lambic and chaptalized with candy su-

gar.

4%

Pecheresse

A fresh fruity peach drink with the background of the

rich bouquet of Lambic.

2.5%
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III Trapist Beer (beers made in

a abey)

Chimay Bleue

This is a beer whose fragrance of fresh yeast with a

light, flowery rosy touch is especially pleasant.

9%

Orval

In contrast to all the others, the Orval Trappist bre-

wery makes only one beer for the general public. It

has an intensely aromatic and dry character. Between

the first and second fermentations there is also an ad-

ditional dry-hopping process. Through this the beer

acquires its pronounced hoppy aroma and extra dry

taste.

7.2%

Rochefort

This is the middle of the three in strength, identified

by a green cap and the number 8. It has a loose, bubbly

head that subsides but leaves delicate lacework on the

glass. The beer itself is dark brown in colour, with lots

of dark, dryish fruit aromas.

8%
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IV Extra Beer

Bush Amber

Its amber colour is due to the use of caramel malt

in the production process. Bush Amber, the strongest

Belgian beer, has an alcohol content of

12%.

Delirium Tremens

The beer Delirium Tremens is a tripple. Besides the

fabolous taste the beer is famous because the bottles

are white and covered with a pink elephant. If you

drink too much of Delirium Tremens you can get very

ill : Delirium Tremens is also the name of a disease for

people who are addicted to alcohol.

9%

Duvel

Duvel has a fruity dry aroma, owed to the finest hops,

that reminds experts like Michael Jackson of Poire

William concerning its bouquet and pallet. Its dry but

still alcohol-sweet flavour makes the beer an excellent

thirst-quencher, with a pronounced hop aroma.

8.5%
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